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Abstract
Classical and quantum properties of scattering of charged particles in ultrathin crystals
are considered. A comparison is made of these two ways of study of scattering pro-
cess. In the classical consideration we remark the appearance of sharp maxima that is
referred to the manifestation of the rainbow scattering phenomenon and in quantum case
we show the sharp maxima that arise from the interference of single electrons on numer-
ous crystal planes, that can be expressed in the terms of reciprocal lattice vectors. We
show that for some parameters quantum predictions substantially differ from the classical
ones. Estimated is the influence of the beam divergence on the possibility of experimental
observation of the studied effects.
PACS numbers: 29.27.-a, 61.85.+p, 34.80.Pa, 61.05.J
Keywords: relativistic charged particles, thin crystal, scattering, channelling, rainbow scatter-
ing, electron diffraction.
1 Introduction
The motion of a fast charged particle near direction of one of its planes or axes can be con-
sidered as a motion in the field of continuous planes or strings. These are the cases of particle
channelling or over-barrier motion. A number of theoretical and experimental studies have
been made devoted to these phenomena (see, e.g., [1–6] and references therein). In order to
describe the effects of interaction of a charged particle with medium we must get first of all the
characteristics of its motion.
Interesting phenomena may happen just at the beginning of such motion, in the transi-
tional area before the particle has completed several oscillations inherent in channelling or
above-barrier motion in this case. Such a regime is realized in crystals thin enough, with the
thicknesses that vary from less than tenths of micron (hundreds of A˚) for MeV particles to
several tens of microns for hundreds of GeV particles (the characteristic dimension of such an
area depends on the particle energy as a square-root function). In our study we will call these
ultrathin crystals. In this work we will mostly consider few-MeV charged particles, so our range
of crystal thicknesses spreads from about hundreds up to thousands of A˚ngstro¨ms. In the last
years the technologies were developed to produce such crystals, and these crystals have been
used for channelling experiments [7–11]. In the paper we will propose the experimental study
of angular distributions of electrons scattered by an unltrathin crystal.
The problem of obtaining characteristics of the motion of a charged particle in these con-
ditions may be resolved both by means of quantum and classical theories, at that higher is the
particle energy, more the quantum and classical solutions match one other.
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In this work we will stress on the energies low enough so as quantum effects become essential
in the particle motion but still high enough so that the crystal thickness required for observing
these effects was reachable. For electrons we can propose the study at energies 4 Mev for mostly
quantum motion and 50 MeV where some comparison of quantum results with the classical ones
begins to be reasonable. The conditions, necessary for the study of phenomena considered in
this paper, can be met with use of modern technologies of creating ultrathin crystals and the
experiments can be realized on the base of accelerators PhIL and ThomX in the laboratory
LAL in Orsay, France.
In this paper we consider the case of planar scattering only as the one which reveals the
essence of the nature of the processes, two-dimensional case of axial scattering being mostly
only a generalization of it (although, some phenomena as, for example, dynamical chaos, will be
only possible at axial scattering). Our observations require low beam divergence, so one should
aspire to get it low for experiments. It is possible to improve the divergence by squeezing the
beam in the direction perpendicular to crystal planes using magnetic field: simultaneously the
beam will stretch out along the planes but this would create no problem in our one-dimensional
study.
Here we will consider the case of parallel incidence of a particle relatively a crystal plane.
The incidence under a small angle relatively plane reveals other interesting effects and is a
subject of a separate study.
2 Classical scattering
We can consider the interaction of a fast particle with matter both within the classical and
the quantum theory. The classical theory of scattering is based upon the definition of the
particle trajectory in external field. At motion of a particle along crystal planes its trajectory
in transversal direciton is defined as a solution of the differential equation of motion [1–5],
x¨ = − c
2
E‖
∂
∂x
U (x) , (1)
where x is the coordinate of the particle in the plane of transverse motion, E‖ = c
√
p2‖ +m
2c2
and U(x) is the potential energy of a particle in the continuous potential of crystal planes. In
this article we will neglect such phenomena as multiple scattering or radiation energy losses
of a particle by assuming them to be small enough, that is the consequence of a small crystal
thickness, therefore small particle path in the field of atomic forces.
The continuous potential of a crystal plane is obtained as the average of the fields of atoms
along it with taking into account of random deviations of atom positions relatively their places
in the lattice caused by heat oscillations [5]. As a model of a solitary atom potential we took
the Molie`re potential that is widely used to describe atomic electric forces. In order to obtain
the potential of entire crystal along the chosen direction we must summarize all non-negligible
contributions of the neighbouring planes.
So, for both positively and negatively charged particles (PCP and NCP) in a crystal the
continuous plane potential is a series of periodically placed potential wells and potential barriers.
We must turn the potential upside down making the wells become barriers and vice versa if
the sign of particle charge changes to the opposite (see Figure 1).
In this case the potential in the neighbourhood of the bottom of the well for both PCP and
NCP can be approximated by a parabola
U(x) = b(x− x0)2 + d, (2)
where the parameters x0, b, d may be found using a fitting procedure. The solution of equation
of motion (1) in the case of particles moving in such parabolic potential (in the case of parallel
incidence) is a set of harmonic curves x=x0 cosωt, where ω=
√
2c2 |b| /E‖, therefore the spatial
period of oscillations is
T = piβ
√
2E‖/ |b| , (3)
where β = v/c. We can define T0 as the basic oscillation period that corresponds to a particle
entering in the crystal in immediate proximity to the well bottom x0. As we move away from
x0, the form of real potential deviates from the parabolic one, therefore the oscillation periods
deviate from T0. We can compare such a behaviour of NCP and PCP by analysing the difference
between the real continuous potential and its fit by parabolas.
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Figure 1: Continuous potential of the plane
(110) of Si crystal (solid line) and its approx-
imations by quadratic functions of coordinates
near extrema (blue dashed line – approximation
of the potential well for negative particles, red
dash-and-dot line – the one for positive parti-
cles, in this case is turned upside down)
As far as in some vicinity of the well bot-
tom the real potential remains close enough
to its quadratic approximation, some part of
particles falling into a crystal are “focused”
after scattering if the crystal thickness is a
small integer number of half-periods T1⁄2 =
T0/2 of the particle oscillations within the ap-
proximated parabolic potential (2). As the
thickness increases, the focusing effect weak-
ens because of increasing difference of real
coordinates of the oscillation nodes for dif-
ferent impact parameters. Obviously, the
strongest focusing is observed at the first half-
oscillation, L = T1⁄2. We can see in Figure 1
that the bottom of the potential well for PCP
is approximated by a parabola much better
than for NCP. It means that PCP will be fo-
cused more strongly and that the focusing ef-
fect will persist for a larger number of periods
than for NCP (moreover, as stated below, the
oscillation period for PCP is much larger than
for NCP, so the thickness where the focusing effect can be observed is substantially larger for
PCP than for NCP that is caused by these two factors).
For positively (+) and negatively (−) charged particles the parameters b± in the fit (2) of
the potential of the (110) plane of Si crystal are |b+| = 17.01 eV/A˚2 and |b−| = 407.6 eV/A˚2.
Therefore, we have
T+1⁄2 = 0.5385β
√
E‖[eV ]A˚,
T−1⁄2 = 0.11β
√
E‖[eV ]A˚.
(4)
So, for this crystal plane the period for positively charged particles is almost 5 times larger
than for negatively charged particles, that is only explained by the geometry of potential.
From Figure 1 we see that, as far as we go away from the well bottom, the real potential
curve for NCP becomes wider than its parabolic approximation and the one for PCP becomes
narrower. This fact causes different symmetry of the scattering pictures for NCP and PCP in
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Figure 2: Classical scattering angles for different impact parameters of 4 MeV electrons incident
onto a 2000 A˚ Si crystal parallel to (110) plane (left) and for different impact parameters of
4 MeV positrons incident onto a 6000 A˚ Si crystal parallel to (110) plane (right)
the neighbourhood of thicknesses L = n·T1⁄2, where n is an integer number, what is observed
at comparison of both graphs of Figure 2: we see that because of this the caustic lines for PCP
cross among themselves, and the number of crossing caustics increases with thickness, that all
not being observed for NCP.
Figure 2 is a set of scattering angles of fast charged particles with a large number (200) of
different impact parameters uniformly distributed throughout the full interval between planes.
The maximal angular amplitude of oscillations in these graphs (along vertical axis) corresponds
to the critical channelling angle,
ψc =
√
2Umax/E‖. (5)
The difference in these pictures is only caused by the asymmetry of planar potential relatively
turnover upside down that is connected with the change of sign of the particle charge. We
can see that entire scattering picture for PCP even changes its entire angular dimensions at
first half-periods of oscillations, while in the case of NCP it quickly reaches its maximal value
and then only changes its internal structure. Near each “focusing point” we see a caustic line
enveloping the curves with similar impact parameters, coming out from this focusing point. As
the thickness exceeds the “focusing point” the angular density having there a sharp maximum
begins to bifurcate, and the two shown up maxima branch off in opposite directions, as observed
in the plot of angular distributions of scattered electrons. The sections of the graphs of Figure
2 at constant thickness are proportional to the density of trajectories. By using these sections
one can build the angular distributions of electrons scattered by crystal planes (see Figure 3).
Near the caustic lines, we have a strong increase of the density of lines from one side and abrupt
decrease from the other. The angular distribution (Figure 3) it is manifested as sharp maxima
at corresponding angles, the angular distance between maxima being spread with the increase
of thickness. We treat the presence of such sharp maxima as an appearance of the rainbow
scattering phenomenon [12]. It, applied to axial channelling, is studied in works [9, 10,13–16].
A real beam is not parallel, and, as far as we consider the angular properties of scattering,
we must account for this fact. In order to do this, we performed a simulation of the scattering
picture of charged particles of a beam with different initial angular spread (Figure 3). The
ideal situation of a parallel beam is also considered in order to see a “pure” picture. We
can see that, as far as the initial beam spread increases, the rainbow lines disappear being
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Figure 3: Classical simulation for scattering with different initial divergences for beams of
4 MeV electrons by a 750 A˚Si crystal (left) and 50 MeV electrons by a 2000 A˚ Si crystal (right),
both along the (110) plane
smeared. We consider the angular distribution of the particles in the initial beam as gaussian,
and characterize the angular spread using the parameter “half-width-at-half-maximum” that
means that at the angle corresponding to this parameter we have half of the maximal beam
intensity (which is observed in center). We will designate this parameter as ψ1⁄2.
By performing a simulation and using such parameters for the description of a beam, we
will see that in order to see the rainbow effect in classical study at scattering of, e.g., 4 MeV
electrons in 750 A˚ Si crystal the beam angular spread must be at least not larger than ψ1⁄2 ∼
3·10−4−1·10−3 rad. The analogous condition for 50 MeV electrons in the 2000 A˚ Si crystal gives
us ψ1⁄2 ∼ 1·10−4 − 3·10−4 rad, being in both cases about 0.1− 0.3 ψc.
So, as we can see, the conditions imposed on the beam quality in order to see the sharp
maxima in classical study are strong enough, although we find them to be reachable.
3 Quantum scattering
In order to realize the quantum study we need to describe the initial beam as a wave packet,
instead of the set of point-like particles as in classical case, and to study its development with
time. As in the classical case, we must take into account that the initial beam has some spatial
dimensions and angular spread. The analysis of the wave function will give us the information
about the wave packet motion.
Within the quantum theory, a fast particle moving in a certain direction can be presented
as a plane wave. A beam as a set of particles is therefore a set of plane waves, their directions
of motion being distributed according to the laws of distribution of particles in the beam. We,
however, find useful to describe mathematically the single particle wave function as a Gaussian
wave packet
Ψ (x, t = 0) =
1√
σ
√
pi
exp
(
− x
2
2σ2
+ i
pxx
~
)
, (6)
where the parameter σ corresponds to the wave packet that covers a large number of neigh-
bouring planes, hence, through the uncertainty relations, follows a very low angular divergence
of such a wave packet.
In order to find the evolution of quantum state of the system with time we used the action
of the time evolution operator onto the wave function. Such a way, with purpose to study the
bound states levels, has been used in the works [17–22].
The essence of our way of finding the evolution of wave packet is following: the change of
the wave function with a time step δt is obtained as a result of action of the time evolution
operator onto its last step value:
Ψ (x, t+ δt) = exp
(
− i
~
δt Hˆ
)
Ψ (x, t) . (7)
But, we must take into account that the Hamiltonian of transverse motion is a sum of two
non-commutating terms
Hˆ = −~
2c2
2E‖
d2
dx2
+ eU (x) , (8)
that calls forth that we cannot present the exponent (7) of the hamiltonian (8) as a simple
consequent product of exponents. This does not let us take δt as large as desired that would be
in the case of absence of the potential, and we need to look for some approximation in order to
get valuable results. In order to perform the expansion of the exponent in (7) in series in terms
of δt we may use the Zassenhaus product formula. So, with precision up to terms proportional
to (δt)3, we have:
exp
(
− i~ δtHˆ
)
≈
exp
(− i
2~eU (x) δt
)
exp
(
i~c
2δt
2E‖
d2
dx2
)
exp
(− i
2~eU (x) δt
)
.
(9)
In order to deal with the differential operator as an exponent index and not to calculate higher
order derivatives we may take use of Fourier series formalism in which taking the derivative
is reduced to the multiplication of each Fourier series term by a number. This procedure is
exposed in the works [17,21,22], and so on.
Once we have the wave function in position space we can take a Fourier transform in order
to get it in momentum space. Therefore, by taking the square of its absolute value we obtain
the angular distribution of scattered particles in quantum case. So, the probability for the
particle scattering in the interval [ψ, ψ + dψ] is
dw(ψ) =
∣∣∣∣∫ Ψ (x, t=L/v) e−ip‖ψx/~dx∣∣∣∣2 p‖dψ2pi~ . (10)
In our study the wave functions describing single particles correspond to almost plane waves
with the divergence of about ψ1⁄2 ∼ 0.001ψc. In Figure 4 we can see that the diffraction picture
of single electrons in crystal is a row of δ-like maxima. The set of equidistant narrow maxima
can be explained as the expansion in reciprocal lattice vectors. We can represent the particles
as waves with the wavelength equal to the de Broglie length λ = ~/p‖, therefore the angles
corresponding to the maxima must satisfy the relation
ψn = gn/p‖, (11)
where gn = 2pi~n/dx is the reciprocal lattice vector, n – integer number and dx is the distance
between the crystl planes. By the other words, we consider the crystal as a diffraction grating
and the particles scattering – as a scattering of de Broglie waves on this grating, so the sharp
maxima present on Figure 4 we explain as the manifestation of the interference of electrons
with themselves at scattering on different planes. Higher is the particle energy, more densely
Figure 4: Diffraction of single electrons on (110) planes of Si crystal
the allowed angles for particle scattering are situated. As far as the distance between the peaks
is proportional to 1/E (11) and the channelling angle ψc ∝ 1/
√
E, for higher energies we have
the number of quantum peaks inside the scattering range increasing proportional to the square
root of E. We can estimate the number of peaks: Np ≈ ψc/ψT =
√
2Umaxd
2pic~
√
E. For the (110)
plane of Si crystal it is approximately Np ∼
√
E[MeV ].
We get the results for scattering in quantum case by averaging contributions of solitary wave
packets of single charged particles by summing up their contributions with Gauss distribution
function that modulates the beam divergence:
wbeam(ψ) =
1
σb
√
pi
∫
e−ψ
2
i /σ
2
b w(ψi, ψ) dψi, (12)
where wbeam(ψ) states for the density of probability of scattering of the beam incident as a
whole parallel to the crystal planes in the direction ψ, and w(ψi, ψ) is the density of probability
that the particle incident at the angle ψi to the planes is scattered in the direction ψ.
It is possible to compare quantum results for angular distributions with the classical ones
at the same parameters. In Figure 5 we present quantum angular distributions obtained by the
method described here and the classical ones as solutions of the classical equation of motion
(1). We see that, lower is the particle energy, greater is the difference between the classical and
quantum pictures. Particularly for low energies, the classical and quantum pictures may be
substantially different. Besides, the averaging over a diverging beam in quantum case can make
neighbouring maxima flow together, make them disappear or displace them. For example, on
the picture for 420 A˚ we see that the central part of the angular distribution of scattering, being
elevated in classical distribution, is strongly depressed in quantum case. From the other hand,
for higher energies, the sharp maxima observed in classical pictures have some manifestation
in quantum case: for the angles that correspond to them the quantum peaks are higher, and
for GeV energies they flow together so as quantum picture approaches the classical one.
As written above, the positions of quantum and classical maxima have different nature, so
the positions of quantum ones do not depend on the crystal thickness (at the absence of strong
influence of the beam divergence), whereas the classical ones migrate towards outside of the
scattering figure with the increase of thickness, so any coincidence of classical and quantum
maxima is accidental. It can be observed at one crystal thickness and not be observed for
another one.
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Figure 5: Quantum and classical simulations of angular distribution of 4 MeV (above) and
50 MeV (below) electrons scattered in a Si crystal incident parallel to the (110) plane
4 Conclusion
In this paper we propose an idea for experiment on planar scattering of fast charged particles in
ultrathin crystal, in order to observe quantum and classical effects that can manifest themselves
in scattering picture. If the quality of beam and crystal is good enough and the resolution of
detectors is high enough we expect the observing of a series of spots of different brightness that,
by varying the initial parameters may be referred to manifestation of quantum or classical nature
of processes at interaction of charged particles with ultrathin crystal.
The obtained results for angular distributions of the electrons scattered by a ultrathin crystal
show that, for Si crystal with thickness about several hundreds of A˚ the quantum effects at
scattering can be essential, that are connected with the interference effect of single electrons
on a set of crystal planes. This effect is particilarly bright for the electrons energies about a
few MeV. As the plots on Figure 5 show, the electron beam must have parameters attainable
on the PhIl and ThomX facilities in the laboratory LAL in Orsay, France.
We did not include in this paper the study of the levels of transversal energy of particles
that they occupy in the potential wells of crystal potential. These energy levels are to be
observed by using other technical measures, such that will let us register the photons irradiated
at interaction of charged particles with crystal, so such observations could reply the question
about the mechanisms of arising of these levels and their nature, whether they are connected
only with the potential well form or also with the reciprocal influence of neighbouring crystal
planes and interference of charged particles on them. These questions could be answered by
performing, in addition and in connection with the study proposed in this paper, of another
study of radiation arising at interaction of charged particles with ultrathin crystal.
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